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The Mystical Secrets of Dr. Thessalonia DePrince 

 

This little book has been obligated from the many times that I have sat in my private consultations 
office reading others and helping them to overcome their problems. In my office I have seen the 
miracles of God blessed many people who stand in need of help.  

Many people have consulted with me about their most secrets and difficult problems and have 
found success with this work. I have seen many people go from poverty to riches, lost love return; 
evil spells broken and good heath return. 

God has blessed me with his wonderful wisdom and the ways of the occult magicians to help 
others to help themselves. What others have done with this powerful knowledge so can you do 
likewise.  

The ancient secrets of occult magic that was once practice in secret by the selected few can now be 
yours to use and to help you reach your goals. I have travel around the globe seeking and helping 
people of all nations’ races and creed with this special secret wisdom. I am convince that this special 
wisdom can and will help you if you try it. 

You can become successful in all things; I am convincing after many years of practice and 
thousands of consultations with many people about their problems. Anyone who is truly willing to 
learn the secrets of occult magic can help themselves to great personal powers.  

This is not a bold statement but fact base on the secret laws of the bible and Mother Nature. In my 
public demonstrations on occult magic and psychic wonders. I am often besieged by the press and 
news media as to the natural explanations and so called logical reasons of my spiritual 
demonstrations. 

For these things was promise to mankind in the beginning of time. It is my sincere wish that this 
little book will help you to reach your goals and to help you overcome any problems that you are 
facing in life. Keep this book with you and study it well. You will find that like a good luck charm 
this book will bring you good luck in all things. May God forever bless you and yours? 

Copyrighted C) 2007United Mystical Studies Ltd 

Copyright C) 2010 under the Universal Copyright Convention 
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Greetings….. 

My dear friend I greet you in the name of the holy forces that are around us and always with us to 
help us become successful in all things. I want to thank you personally for writing me and your 
special donations that you have sent me.  

I want you to know that this is your final stage of self improvement and the obtaining of personal 
power. I am sending you a special mystical charm. This special charm when use in a mystical way 
can help you to improve your life and bring success and good luck in all things. 

With these final secret lessons you will learn how to use your charm in a very mystical way. I can 
promise you that you practice this secret teaching you will soon become lucky and powerful in 
everything that you do. Do not take these lessons lightly.  

Read them when you are in a good frame of mind. This special lesson has help thousands of people 
all over the world to become lucky and live a life of great success and personal happiness. 

With these special lessons, I will teach you some powerful occult and mystical secrets that many 
people have for many years have been seeking. These are the same lessons that many powerful 
mystics have practice for many years in secret 

When you have arrived at the point in your life when you can prove these powers and help 
yourself. You will have the choice to help others or go deeper into this secrets work that many 
powerful people have been practicing in secret for many years and even today behind closed doors.  

Each lesson is very important. You must practice this lesson for three weeks. Do not jump ahead 
and do not practice any magic until you have finish practicing the first steps. If you still need my 
spherical help in overcoming your special problems. Please feel free to write me at the United 
Mystical Studies.  
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Lesson (1) Your  Are Powerful 

 

You are powerful. You have lock up deep inside you all the power that you will ever need in this 
life to achieve anything that you put your mind to. Your mind is the most powerful thing that you 
have in this life. It is a sad thing that many people do not know how to use the secret powers of 
their mind. You do not have to be a super brilliant to learn how to control your mind. You can do 
it as easy as your sleep at night. You can do this only if you truly put your mind to these secret 
lessons. 

Forget all the mass books on so-called mind power and expense lessons by master mind magicians 
that can cost you a small fortune. In these lessons you will learn how to use the powers of your 
mind with this special charm in an easy and powerful way. You will learn how to communicate 
with your spiritual mind and make it reveals to your natural mind all the secrets and mystical help 
you will need to help you overcome all your problems. 

The most valuable part of your mind is your subconscious mind. This is the mind that keeps your 
heart beating, and is responsible for maintaining your body functions and is very vital to good 
health. In order to learn how to work with your sub-conscious mind, you must fist learn how to 
control your psychical or mental mind.  

This can be accomplished by burning secret special incense, candles and using special spiritual 
baths. When you have learned how to control your mental mind and train it to do your bidding 
and to think on things that can help you. You will begin to awaken the super powers in your mind.  

Some of these powers are Mental Telepathy, (the secret art or reading others mind) Telepathy (The 
secret art of contacting others with your mind.) Metal Alchemy (The secret art of attracting things, 
persons and conditions to you and in your life. 

I will teach you how to do these things and more if you are willing to learn and put your heart and 
soul into this secret lesson. One of the most important keys to personal power is Faith. Without 
faith all work is dead. I want to show you know how powerful FAITH is. I want you to think in 
your mind the last time you have achieve something. Something that made you feels very good 
about yourself. Stop and think for a moment and return to this page when you done. 

Whatever you have achieved, I bet that behind that achievement was FAITH in your powers to 
achieve it. But before you achieve your goal, it was first a THOUGHT in your mind about having it. 
And that thought was back up by your FAITH in yourself in having it.  
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The chair that you are sitting on right now or the bed that you are laying in was first a THOUGHT 
in someone minds. The paper that you are holding in your hand right now was first a THOUGHT 
in someone mind who invented the ways of transmitting writings thoughts at a distantness. 

The message that I am trying to point out to you is this. You are the product of your mind and 
your secret thoughts. I want you to read this again. You are the products of your mind and secret 
thoughts.  

You are where you are in this life because you have allowed your mind to be influence by evil 
spells and jealous thoughts of others. You are where you are because you have not protected your 
conscious and subconscious mind ageist the evil will and thoughts of others. 

Thoughts are things. All ways remember that. In my many years of studying all types of magic, I 
can tell you this. The power of evil spells is very real. The Voodoo priest uses a doll to cast their 
wicked spells on others. The doll has no power to the normal person, But in the hands of a skill 
voodoo man. This voodoo man can take this doll and link his mind up with his or her victim and 
cause many bad things to happen. 

Today there are many people who are victims of these evil Thoughts. The first thing that I am going 
to teach you is how to protect yourself ageist these evil no-good spells that are holding you back 
from the good that you deserve. I am going to teach you some very powerful secrets that I do not 
want you to tell no one about. Let begin to learn some inside secrets about real magic. 

 

The Magic Power of Faith 

 

The fist and most important thing that you have need in order to cast any spell and to help 
yourself and others is FAITH. You need to learn to trust yourself and have FAITH in yourself and 
these super powers that are always around you. I can give you the secret keys to power. I can sell 
you the special mystical supplies that you can use. But I cannot give you or sell you faith in 
yourself. This is a job that you alone must do. 

By learning how to combine your faith along with special mystical items like candles, incense, oils, 
baths and charms. You will have a powerful base on achieving anything that you want in this life. 
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The Mystical Helping Hand Charm 

(KJV) And the smoke of the incense, which came with the prayers of the saints, ascended before 
God out of the angel's hand. 

This powerful charm has been blessed and prayed over by me during the secret mystical hours on 
special days. This special charm symbolizes the eternal helping hand of God's will and his power to 
help you become lucky and successful in all things. 

 

How To Obtain Or Control Your  
Lover Through Dreams: 

Put a written prayer or communication of your desire witting on parchment paper and fold it 
around the Mystical Helping Hand Charm. Put this in a envelope under your pillow. Light a 
SPECIAL Purple candle, and burn one teaspoon of Dr. De-Prince Lover's Controlling Band Incense.  

Burn it for 25 minutes and concentrate on the type of dream that you want your lover to have of 
you. In your mind play out the dreams you can command them to act and the way you want to act 
toward you in the future. 

Make a sincere wish and send off your communication to God. In doing so, first take a deep breath, 
believing that you are drawing in the mystical love fluids from the air. Then imagine yourself: in a 
blazing stream of purple silvery light direct from God through his Spiritual Astral Powers.  

See the moon shining brightly in your mind, s eye and soaring through the clouds. Let your whole 
consciousness be of light and love. Lose your personal desire in oneness with the Spiritual Astral 
Powers. Feel warmth, sacred and inspiring.  

Be confident that your spiritual guide will secure what is good for you Be patient to wait for the 
results of your dream to come to fulfillment. When you are done repeat this powerful special 
prayer. 

"Oh Mighty Influence of the Spiritual Astral Powers in the force of Air," please take the wishes of 
my heart to God and bring them back fulfilled according to what God sees best for me.  

Let the moon shine through the window of my soul and subconscious mind, and bring me a tender 
loving lover, to whom I can give all my love. Make all things known to me this night in a dream. 
Let me never be narrow or jealous. Fill me with understanding love and light radiance. Repeat each 
day for seven days or until you see the results that you are seeking. 
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How To Obtain And Keep The One You Love: 

First, to keep one's love, it must be realized that love and life are a business. You must go into 
business knowing of the risks and profits you may have. In the business partnership of marriage the 
woman who is trained in a course of love will have in her mind that the goal she must strive for is 
happiness with her husband, peace of mind, and a happy family. 

 

Each partner must trust and respect each other's intelligence. Trust and be worthy of the other's 
trust. The wise woman will develop a personality that is above jealousy, nagging, and public display 
of uncontrollable emotions. The man guiding his responsibility and carry out his share of the 
marriage too. The home or workshop must be a haven of love and understanding.  

 

To keep your love one faithful and true to you. 

On the day of the new, take the Adam Eve root and place the Eve root under your pillow and the 
Adam root under his pillow. Place a glass of water next to the head of your bed and put in it nine 
drops of Dr.DePrince Special Lover's Oil. Repeat what you want and blow into the water seven 
times.  

Then burn a special pink candle for thirty minutes. Do this just before going to sleep. Let the water 
stay in your room until it has evaporated. Each night before you go to bed repeat this powerful 
prayer holding the Mystical Hand Charm over the burning Incense. 

I call upon the mighty powers of the Spiritual Astral Powers of God's guiding influence let the 
mighty forces of the flame's bum away al discord and unhappiness from my life, and bring me a 
flaming torch of love to fight the way for my lover and me to find true love and peace together. Let 
no one come between us and let no one break up our happy home. All this 1 ask in your holy 
name. 

How to Regain Lost Love, And Gain New Friends: 

 

First, learn to look at the other person as a human being with feelings, emotions, wants, desires and 
needs as yourself. Realize that the respect of another person's feelings, his customs and traditions is 
as much an indication of nobility as the possession of barrels of gold or the greatest achievement in 
life.  

Respect their beliefs and ideas. Second, think what you have done to cause this special person to 
lose their affection with you. It will make no sense in drawing this person back to you if you would 
repeat the same mistakes again. 
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If it is the desire to gain a new friend, you must aspire to attain the mark of self direction where 
you probably can make the decision of what you want in a friend. The easiest way is to think of the 
kind of a friend that you are and the kind of friend who could tolerate and endure the display of 
your emotions, your whims and ways. Try to develop a personality that peoples will think well of, 
admire, and appreciated. 

This you cannot do alone and you cannot learn in books. The Spiritual Astral Powers of light and 
fluid of understanding love must be turned on at full blast in your inner self.  

You must let it helps you to feel firm and willing to build with the friend you meet, a Thought 
World that will offer security, personal satisfaction and peace of mind. The kind of security that 
offers inner and outer protection and the courage, determination and ambition to come to grips 
with the naked realities. 

In the early morning hours after you have arisen from your bed. Hold the Mystical Helping Hand 
Charm in your left hand and take three deep breaths.  

With each deep breath that you take, visualize in your spiritual mind eye a blue light filling and 
surrounding your body. See this blue light filling every cavity and cell of your body with the fluid 
of understanding love. 

Know that the air is full and overflowing in and around you. Visualize the loving, warm embrace of 
the Spiritual Astral Powers which time your whole body shines a pure, dim light that becomes 
brighter and brighter until your whole body becomes aflame with the Controlling Flame to destroy 
your fear, uneasiness and uncertainty.  

Then light one teaspoon of Dr.DePrince special Magnetic Candle and hold the Mystical Helping 
Hand. Charm over the burning incense and repeat this powerful prayer. 

I call upon the mighty Force of Air, please stand in the light path way ever ready to take my wishes 
to God and bring them back fulfilled at His command remain with me and let me feel always the 
warming influence of Thy eternal Rays and the power of the fluid of understanding love.  

Show me the way to live with myself and my fellow man as I can see the works, the active, living 
presence of God through his agency of sun and moon. Let the influence lead me to a spot in life 
where I may find a partner or friend to feel a closeness and togetherness in this cold, dark world of 
deception and nerves.  

And when we work, dance, sing, communicate our act out our lives' roles and give praises and 
thanksgiving to God May all our undertakings be blest that abundance and tranquil blissfulness, the 
goal for which I strive may come to us. Tranquility, it's the light, let it shine." So Let It be Done. 

Repeat this for nine mornings or until you have achieved the success that seeking, 
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How To Find Out What You Want Through Your Dreams. 

Eat very sparingly all day. Take liquids only from sunrise to night. Bathed your body clean. Use 
some Dr. DePrince Special Jinx Removing Bath Wash before going to bed, light a special Blue 
Spiritual candle and one teaspoon of Dr.DePrince King Solomon Incense to make the air dean and 
perfumed. 

Hold the Blessed Mystical Helping Hand Charm in your right hand and repeat this special prayer 
Call on the special spirit three times and say: May it please dear Mother of Light and Love to reveal 
to me in a dream or vision as thou did to our ancestors. (Repeat your wishes and desires) in the 
name of the most high. State plainly what they are).Make the sign of holy cross seven times. 

Place this Mystical Helping Hand Charm under your pillow and note carefully your dream when 
you arise. 

 

How to Get Financial Help Through The Dream Process: 

First, take a good look at your life and note carefully the reasons that you are in this bad financial 
mess. You must remember that money is only a tool to help you get what you want. You must 
never worship money; you must see money as a way and means to improve your life. 

There is nothing wrong with making and having money. It is everyone one duty to become as 
financially successful as the next persons. Always remember to see money coming into your life. 
Never, never say to yourself that you lack money. If you see yourself always having money, then 
you will always have it. You may be temporarily short of cash at the moment. 

But always see this as a temporary condition. If you want to always have money in your life and 
start to live a life of financial success in your mind eye first. If you see yourself in your mind as 
being broke and poor, then you will always be broke and poor.  

You do not need a fancy education to get rich. The history books are full of ordinary people just 
like you who have become very rich over night. If you do not believe that you can become 
financially successful then you will not. 

It is as simple as that. The next step is to learn to trust your spirit that will guide you into a life of 
financial success. You can do this by practicing this powerful spell each day with your helping hand 
charm. Believe me I have seen this powerful spell work wonders in many people lives that have 
amaze me even today.  

Do not believe the press when they tell you that we are in a so-called rescission or depression. How 
can God in his wisdom run out of money? Take a good look around you. Somebody is making big 
money, and there will be always people who will make money in so-called bad times.  
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The trick of the rich has always been to discourage others from making big money. They do this to 
protect their business. If the birds and bees can find a home and eat. So can you tool if you are in a 
job that you hate. Then prepare yourself to get a new one by improving your skills.  

Many businesses will pay you a good fee if you prove to them that you are better than the next 
person. 

If there is a special position or job that you want to do. Prepare yourself by taking special classes or 
courses to help you get that special job. No matter how long it takes. If you are in a financial mess 
because you are over spending.  

Then learn to save your money and stop sending more then you earn. Work out a budget. If you 
owe people, contact them and make arrangements to pay then what you can. 

When every you get a pay check, the first person that you should always pay is yourself. You 
should put a little money aside each time you receive your pay check. If it is only a dollar a week.  

By doing this, you will be opening up your money spirit that will soon begin to help you in ways 
that will amaze you. Never talk to no one about your money problems. Act and see in your mind's 
eye that you have all the money that you will need to help you get anything that you want. 

Realize the limitless abundance of all things in nature. Gather knowledge of the world in which 
you live. Learn how successful people become successful.  

Try to find out what it is that makes some people rich and some poor. 

Served God intelligently. Pleased God by showing Him the good way you have devised to make a 
living, how you respect the dignity which He has given you. Put no limit on the height to which 
you can rise by pushing ahead in the light of His love, taking others with you. 

Above all, do not trample on others to reach your goal. Realize that all things in nature were paced 
here by God for your well being. You must learn to reason, think, and create out of those things 
attainable your own happiness.  

Get into the spirit of prosperity and soon the doors of money success will open wide for you. Each 
day I want you to place this Blessed Mystical Helping Hand on your money and repeat this 
powerful prayer: 

Oh Thou great Father of all things, whose great storehouses are filled with bountiful plenty, I 
beseech Thee to bestow upon me the blessings of abundance. Brighten my mind, enliven my spirit. 
Let me ascend to higher Thought-worlds. 

Let me work toward the good of my fellow man, and to cooperate with him in undertakings 
pleasing to Thee. Tranquility is the light. Let it shine. Please let the universal influence of Thy 
Spiritual Astral Powers in the force of the Sun open its vaults of plentifulness to me until I am 
satisfied and want no more."  
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Dr. DePrince Special Spell to Help Bring 
 Powerful Money Vibrations In Your Life. 

First, thank God for the blessing that you all ready have. Take a sheet of pure parcherment  paper 
and write on it all the good things that you would like to have in this life. Many mystics believe 
that you should cut out of the magazines and news a-per the pictures that represent the type of life 
style you want.  

If you want a new home or live a special type of life style cut these pictures out of the magazine orb 
newspaper. Past these pictures on the parchment paper and when dry, burn one teaspoon of Dr. 
DePrince Money Drawing Band Incense and hold the parchment paper over the Bunning incense.  

While the incense is burning concentrate with faith the things that you want. See them already 
yours in your mind’s eye. Repeat this special spell each day before you retire at night. Soon the 
doors of prosperity will open up to you and all things will be yours. 

One of the most powerful money charms that you can make and carry with you to attract strong 
money conditions in your life is a special money bag charm. This bag contains special herbs, 
powders and stones that are mystical tune to the astral vibrations to money attractions.  

This bag can be made up for you and sent to you to help you bring strong money vibrations into 
your life. But you must use this bag as you would use the first money spell ritual describe as above. 
Remember, no occult items will work unless you have faith in them.  

If you do not have any faith in special occult items, (le) candles, herbs, incense, oils, baths, and 
charms. They are nothing but worthless items with no power. If you have faith in these items there 
powers are strong and can help you get what you want. 

Galatians 6:10 (KJV) as we have therefore opportunity, let us do well unto all men, especially unto 
them who are of the household of faith. 

1 Thessalonians 1:3 (KJV) Remembering without ceasing your work of faith, and labor of love, and 
patience of hope in our Lord Jesus Christ, in the sight of God and our Father: 

Hebrews 11:1 (KJV) now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen. 

Hebrews 11:29 (KJV) by faith they passed through the Red sea as by dry land: which the Egyptians 
assaying to do were drowned. 

Hebrews 11:30 (KJV) by faith the walls of Jericho fell down, after they were compassed about seven 
days. 

James 2:17 (KJV) Even so faith, if it hath not works, is dead, being alone. 
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How To Regain Your Health And Keep Healthy: 

It is impossible at times to keep our energies under control, considering the circumstances we have 
to deal with every day. We fail often to find the proper outlets for our mental actions, we physical, 
and so drive.  

We become disturbed fear, anxieties, worry, nervousness, and functional disorders of our bodies. We 
resort to drinking, clowning, and indulging in vices. We become daydreamers, hermits, or fanatics in 
religious cults. 

We make excuses by blaming people and conditions instead of ourselves for this wrongdoing as an 
escape from the realm things that we would like to be and to accomplish. We may become 
disagreeable quarrelsome, boisterous, ready to fight and bully others in order to cover up our own 
failings.  

We become so desperate that we are ready to join with radicals and to do things that are contrary 
to our own noble dispositions, destroying our will health and the health of others. 

If we will but relax our minds and bodies of the stress of greed and strife, let God's natural healing 
ray enter our minds and bodies and give us tranquility, then we will be fast on the way to recovery.  

Both mentally and physically. Little by little, in order, we will grow strong, courageous, and self-
reliant, relying chiefly upon the source of all our help and strength, God and His influence. Life will 
be more brilliant and become a romantic adventure. 

By avoiding indulgence in discontent jealousy, greed, and the desire to attain much at the expense 
of others, we will be blessed by God with heavenly gain to our bodies and minds. We cannot 
separate the body from the mind, nor can we separate the human mind from the mind of God, our 
Father and Mother Influence in God's Spiritual Astral Powers is the healing currents that fall in the 
sweet morning dew. 

If you want your life to be fill with the never ending healing powers of Good Health and Life. Place 
this Blessed Healing Helping Hand Charm over your third eye. (The spot between your eyes) and 
repeat this powerful prayer each day. 

I call upon the invisible healing force of God's blessed healing powers that control fully and 
completely the mighty force of water. The falling rain is replenishing us with healing strength from 
heaven. The sun gives us warmth and light, and the moon, the Mystical Healing Ray of the Blessed 
Helping Hand, God loves influence, she’d love and the light of understanding that is always around 
us.  

I ask the mystical healing powers to be the guiding influence around me and keep me in perfect 
health free from all evil spells. Black magic and demons. Let your special light of holy protection be 
with me and around me this day.  

So be it. 
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Revelation 8:4 (KJV) and the smoke of the incense, which came with the prayers of 
the saints, ascended up before God out of the angel's hand. 

For many years the secret uses of burning spiritual incense to help bring good luck and success in 
many people lives has been a standard practice among believers in the mystic arts. The knowhow 
of burning these special incenses has long been a closely guarded secret among special initiates. 

In this little booklet I will reveal to you just how to burn these mystical incenses to help you 
overcome your problems and help you to become successful in anything that you want to do.  

Please remember in order to insure success in this work you must have master the first and 
important lesson in the last chapter if you want to have positive results. 

If you can remember when you first contact me. ; sent you a special packet of spiritual incense. This 
special incense was use to burn up all the evil conditions that were surrounding you then in your 
life.  

This special incense was called”cleansing" incense. It is necessary to use this type of incense to 
remove bad luck and evil blocks that have been stopping your progress toward good luck and 
success. 

This is why this was the first thing that I sent you. In order to bring good luck in your life, you 
must first remove the bad luck that is in your life.  

The second thing that you must do is to remove all bad evil vibrations that are in your home. You 
can do this by burning special mystical incense that is specially made for removing bad vibrations 
in the home. 

When you begin to burn this type of special incense. You will begin to notice the peaceful 
vibrations that will soon fill your home. If you are having martial or lovers' problems, it is best to 
burn a little in your bedroom. Here again you will need a special incense to burn.  

There are many different types of mystical incense to burn for many different types of problems. 
The problem is finding the right type of incense to burn and to make sure that you are burning the 
right type of incense. 

Since the New Age explosion, there have been many mail order firms and so-called occult stores 
springing up like mushrooms. They all sell many occult supplies and goods. Some firms are good 
and some firms are bad. You must be very careful when you buy any type of mystical supplies 
from any firm that sell occult goods. 

The reasons why I am telling you this is because you must remember that all spiritual goods carry 
with it the vibrations of the maker or owner of the products that they put out. The true powerful 
mystics would ether make up their own mystical oils and incense or employ an occult craftsman or 
craftswoman to make up their needed mystical supplies. 
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These special people knew the real inside secrets of mixing up incense and oils according to the 
mystical times of the moon and days or night. They knew what incantations to say over the 
mixture to make it very powerful and get the positive or negative results that they were seeking. 

My father was a powerful Voodoo Wizard and travel around the world helping others to get what 
they want when his practice became too large he no longer had the time to mix up mystical goods 
to give to his clients.  

Only on special cases he would mix up special occult magical items for famous and important 
clients. He then sought out a special person who was skill in the ancient practice of occult mixing. 

This woman was train in the old ways of magical sorcery and white magic from the tender age of 
ten years old. He was so pleased with this woman that he married her from this strange and 
wonderful magical union. I was born. 

I can still remember the many nights and days that I had to stand in front of this big black strange 
pot with pestle in hand helping my mother mix up powders, incense and oils. When you grow up 
in that world, you learn many things. One thing that I did learn was how to mix up occult items 
the right way. When I move to 

New York in the United States. I was overwhelmed with the many so-called occult stores. One day, I 
went to this one store that was supposed to carry the best occult supplies on the east coast. 

1 purchased some readymade" good luck incense to give to one of my clients. When they burn it 
in their home. Instead of having peace and good luck in their home. Everything went from bad to 
worse. Upon examining this incense, I found that everything was wrong with it. It was made poorly 
made and the color was not right. 

When I discuss this matter with the seller of this firm. He finally confesses that he did not know 
what he was doing. I told him that he should get out of this business or hire me to train him. He 
did better; he sold me the company and went into selling used cars. I would never by a car from 
this guy. 

This is how the United Spiritual Temple was born. I close the store for one year and order pure 
incense and oil base from India, Egypt and Syria. From my country Haiti I had special people who 
knew how to mix things and had deep knowledge of magic.  

My original goal was to have products made for my clients only. Soon word began to spread about 
my products and then orders were coming in from many people who wanted to practice occult 
magic on their own. 

They only thing that they were lacking was finding the right mystical supplies to work with. The 
United Spiritual Temple has filled that much needed vacuum. Everything that is made in our shop 
is handmade and mix the old fashion way. 
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How Psychic Powers Voodoo Incense Is Made and Used. 

All incense is made from a wood base. This wood base can be wood from any tree that is burn 
whole or grind up. To this mixture, perfume and coloring is added. In the old days, only a bark 
from a special type of tree was burn and special oils and perfume was added to the burning wood 
along with the incantations of special prayers and words. 

This is a very powerful way in burning incense, if you live in a remote area away from nosey 
neighbors. I still receive a few orders today for these special types of woods and black pots to burn 
this special type of powerful occult incense from the old masters of magic. 

Today mystical incense is made by grinding up the wood with a special machine or on special 
orders by hand into a fine powder. Special mystical oils are added and the right color vibrations are 
added depending on the right hue and shade that is needed for a special problem. 

The person that is mixing these special mixtures must know how to concentrate on imparting the 
right vibrations and spirits into the mixture. This is why occult mystical incense is so powerful 
when made the right way.  

The best way to burn mystical incense is with a brass Hindu burner or a black small iron pot with 
three legs. The Aladdin Incense burner is very powerful and successful with many people. 

Write down what you want on a piece of parchment paper with a new pen or pencil and place it 
under the type of burner that you are using. When the incense is burning, look at the smoke and 
repeat your special wish along with a prayer or special psalms.  

This is repeated each day until you have attained the results that you are seeking. The best time to 
burn mystical incense is during the early morning hours after rising and at night before you go to 
bed. If you are under the guidance of a professional spiritualist. 

They can tell you when the best times and days to burn incense for stronger powers. One of the 
best Mystical Incense to burn is called seven powers' Brand.  

This special brand is burn each day for good luck and success in all things.  It is made from the 
seven different colors and oils of mystical meanings. A special psalms is repeated the burning 
incense for each day that it is burn. Only one large teaspoon is needed only. 

When you order incense, make sure that you order some charcoal and place it in the bottom of the 
burner that you are using. This help light your incense and will cause your incense to burn better. 
For a list of special psalms to say over your burning incense. Send for my book called The Mystical 
Keys to the Psalms. This book is filled with powerful psalms to say for any problems that you wish 
to overcome. For a special Psalms to say over The Seven Powers Incense is the 72th Psalms. 
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The daily saying of this powerful Psalms combine with the burning of this incense will work 
wonders in your life. Below I will give you a list of the most famous brand of incense that you can 
burn for any special problems that you are having.  

Please note that this list is hardly complete. You can order these incense from me or from an 
honest New Age dealer that sells occult items. Just be sure that whoever you are dealing with 
knows what they are doing. 

You can tell if any mystical incense is good for you by the vibrations that you feel when you burn 
it. With practice you will tell by one look if what anyone is selling you is good or bad. 

For games of chance burn Gamblers Incense Each Day for Fast Luck in Numbers, Bingo and the 
Lottery. 

For love problems, burn Lover's Brand in your bedroom to help keep your love life strong and full 
of love. 

For infidelity and unfaithfulness burn Master Controlling with Lovers Brand Incense to give you 
controlling power over your love one. 

For evil spells in the home and on the job burn Frankincense in your bathroom to help send back 
all evil spells and bad luck that is in your home and around you. 

To make up with a lost love, burn Adam Eve to help bring back lost love into your life or marriage. 
Very good to burn to help bring back lost sexual feeling in your love life. 

For money problems burn Money Drawing to help you overcome your money problems and help 
attract money into your life. 

For ghost and evil demons in the home, burn Dr. DePrince Famous Devil Dust Incense in each 
room of your house to send back strong evil spells and cross conditions around you. Burn one 
teaspoon in each room of your house for nine days. Repeat the 91 Psalms. 

For Success in any lawsuits, court cases. Burn Helping Hand Incense each day and hold your 
documents over the burning smoke. Concentrate on success for your case. 

For enemies and others that are potting your down fall, burn High John the Conjured Incense. As 
the smoke is burning, call out your enemies name nine times and draw the smoke with your hands 
around your body. 

To draw a lover or sexual partner in your life, burn Attracting Brand Incense, Write on a piece of 
paper the type of person that you are seeking and burn next to an open window each night. 

To Increase your Spiritual and Mental powers, or to pass a test. Burn King Solomon brand incense 
each day early in the morning upon rising. 
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Special Voodoo Psychic  Brand Incense that can help you.  

This special brand incense is use by many people and powerful mystics for special problems. Use 
them as above and only use a small teaspoon. Burn only one teaspoon a day at night before retiring 
for the night. 

Astral Projection Brand to be used when practicing Astral Projections teachings. 

Wealthy Way Use when practicing money spells. Add extra power to all money spells. Use when 
seeking great wealth on a long term project. 

Run Devil Run Burn when problems seem hopeless, will show you the way out. 

Jinx Removing Burn when things are going bad in everything. Will remove jinxes and send it back 
to the sender. 

Occult Magic Brand to be burn during Magical Occult Performance. Will build up supernatural 
vibrations in the audience and make the way to perform mystifying spirit magic. (Use by occult 
magicians only. 

 

Special Psychic Voodoo Magic Candles that can help you  

 

Luke 11:56 (KJV} If thy whole body therefore be full of light, having no art dark, the whole shall be 
full of light, as when the bright shining of a candle doth give thee light. 

Luke 8:16 (KJV) No man, when he hath lighted a candle,  or cover their vessel  or put it under a 
bed: but set it on a candlestick, that they which enter in may see the light. 

Psalms 18:28 (KJV) for thou wilt light my candle: the LORD my God will enlighten my darkness. 

One of the most powerful things that you can do is to light special mystical candles to help you 
overcome your problems. Special mystical candles are dress with special oils and incense to be use 
in conjunctions with the burning of occult incense and mystical baths for stronger powers. Candles 
can be burn alone and special prayers and Psalms is recited over them is just as powerful when 
burn alone. 

The choice is yours. Many believers in the mystic arts strongly suggest that you should always burn 
a candle that is in harmony with your desires that you want to bring about along with the use of 
special occult baths and the burning of mystical incense. Only you can tell. Below are the special 
colors candles that you should use along with your work. 

It is best to always rub your candle with a drop of Magnet Oil and concentrate on the special type 
of help that you are seeking. Burn your candle for seven minutes each day, before you go to bed 
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and upon arising in the morning. Make sure that you read the special Psalms that you have selected 
for your problems. Burn your candle each day until you have achieved what you wanted. 

 

Special Seven Day Color Candles: 

 

Red= Love 

Green= Money 

White= Healing powers and freedom from evil. Blue = Peace in the home. 

Purple= Conjuring and commanding powers. Brown= Overcome difficult problems. 

Yellow--- To draw and attracted things in your life 

Black= for demons, cursing and removing hard problems Pink= for sexual powers and love 
problems 

Orange= for good luck in gambling and games of chance. Gold= for seeking wealth and high 
positions 

Gray= for removing jinx and bad luck 

For more detail information on how to use these mystical candles and please consult my books' 
The Seat of Attracting Good Luck. For special magical Psalms to say when using any occult or 
mystical items. Please read my book called The Mystical Keys To The Psalms. Both book can be 
attain at the United Mystical Studies Ltd. 

You have in your hands, the real keys to mastering the powers of the Mystic Arts. With this little 
book, you can take and occult item and work your own miracles. If you still need help in selecting 
any items to use. Please feel free to contact me and I will help you with your problem. 

 

Special Seven days Blessed Candles 

 

Red= Love 

Green= Money 

White= Healing powers and freedom from evil Blue = Peace in the home. 

Purple= Conjuring and commanding" powers 
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Brown= Overcome difficult problems. 

Yellow= To draw and attracted things in your life. 

Black= For demons, cursing and removing hard problem& 

Pink= For sexual powers and love problems. 

Orange= For good luck in gambling and games of chance. 

Gold= For seeking wealth and high positions  

Gray= For removing jinx and bad luck. 

Bona Fontana= Burn daily for good luck in all things. 

Yellow= To draw and attracted things in your life. 

Black= For demons, cursing and removing hard problems.  

Pink= For sexual powers and love problems. 

Orange= For good luck in gambling and games of chance.  

Gold= For seeking wealth and high positions 

Gray= For removing jinx and bad luck. 
 

How to use The Real Hidden Secret Power  
To Get Anything in Life You Want  

One of the most powerful forces in the world is the power of faith. It is the missing magical key 
that when effectively use can move mountains and weld great power. 

The reasons many people do not see results with this type of special work is because they lack the 
power of faith to carry them through. When once you know how to combine the power of faith 
with this work.  

There is nothing on this earth that can stop you from achieving great power in all thing& you 
already have this great power in you.  

This power has been with you from birth.  

This power was promise and giving to you by the most high God. It is because you lack the faith in 
yourself and this power you fail to recognize it. Man is like an elephant with great strength but do 
not know how to use this power. 

Matthew 9:29 (KJV) Then touched he their eyes, saying, According to your faith be it unto you. 
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Matthew 17:20 (KJV) And Jesus said unto them, Because of your unbelief: for verily I say unto you, If 
ye have faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye shall say unto this mountain, Remove hence to yonder 
place: and it shall remove: and nothing shall be impossible unto you. 

It is your lack of faith in these mighty powers that your life has been fill with problems and lack of 
the good that the all mighty has promise for you. I can tell you that with faith in this powerful 
work you can have whatever you want.  

You can be whatever you want to be. You can do powerful magical wonders that will amaze you. 
You can do all these things and more because it was promise to you by the highest God. 

With faith in this work and using these special occult items that are made and mix from 
mother earth you can: 

Chant the mystical words of power. 

Read any prayer for special healing powers How to make yourself and your home lucky. 

Make anyone that you desire love you. No matter who. 

Get and hold on to any steady job you desire 

Rid yourself and your love ones of evil spells. 

Remove desperate and hopeless feeling from your life. 

Repeat special psalms to remove any trouble in your life. Become successful and prosperous in all 
things. 

Win money and become lucky in any game of chance. 

Win the love of any man or woman. Become successful in any business. 

Overcome legal problems and become successful in court cases. Make your special wishes come 
true. 

Read the mind and thoughts of others. 

You can do all these things and more if your learn how to use your faith that you have inside you. 
But you must remember as powerful as faith is to help you. It can destroy you if you misuse this 
power and have no belief in this mighty work. 

It is our fears and lack of faith that is the cause of all of our problems. 

Job 4:14 (KJV) Fear came upon me, and trembling, which made all my bones to shake. 

22 

Job 11:15 (KJV) For then shalt thou lift up thy face without spot: yea, thou shalt be steadfast, and 
shalt not fear: 
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Job 15:4 (MV) Yea, thou castest off fear, and restrains prayer before God. 

Psalms 105:17 (KJV) but the mercy of the LORD is from everlasting to everlasting upon them that 
fear him, and his righteousness unto children's children: 

Psalms 111:10 (KJV) The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom: a good understanding have 
all they that do his commandments: his praise endured for ever. 

Psalms 115:11 (KJV) Ye that fear the LORD, trust in the LORD: he is their help and their shield. 

Psalms 118:6 (KJV) The LORD is on my side: I will not fear: what can man do unto me? 

Psalms 145:19 (KJV) He will fulfill the desire of them that fear him: he also will hear their cry, and 
will save them. 

Proverbs 1:7 (MV) The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge: but fools despise wisdom 
and instruction. 

Proverbs 14:27 (MV) The fear of the LORD is a fountain of life, to depart from the snares of death. 

Proverbs 22:4 (MV) By humility and the fear of the LORD are riches, and honor, and life. 

Fear not others you mock you and say that what you believe and do is evil and wrong. This 
knowledge has been around for many centuries and has help thousands to become happy and 
successful in all things. Work with these special items and have faith.  

 

How to Find Your Winning Numbers. The Mystical Key to Winning  
Big At Lottery and The Numbers Game. 

One of the most sought after mystical way in finding your lucky numbers is to use the ancient 
occult system of the Mystical Kabbla. This is the same method that is use by Numerologists in 
finding out your psychic, mental and physical characteristics about yourself. 

Over the years, many ways in discovering, your lucky numbers have been published by many so-
called experts in the numerology field. What I am about to revel to you is the master system of 
finding out your lucky numbers and how you can begin to use your numbers in any game of 
chance that requires numbers to win. 

I will also revel to you the secret ways of the mystic on how you can increases your chance of 
winning at any game of chance by mystical ways. This is perhaps the most important chapter in 
this little book. Study this chapter well and go out and experiment with the ways in winning at 
your favorite game of chance. 

Many believers in the mystic arts believe that you can influence the Goddess of Good Luck and like 
a lady, it you worship her and treat her well. She will reward you with great wealth beyond your 
dreams. 
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Ancient Psychic Magical Number System: 

In the Egypt, the occult Egyptians Magicians would take the numbers of your life and could work 
great magic with them. While I was studying magic in Egypt, I saw these powerful magicians write 
special numbers on the ground and cause rain or strange apparitions to appear. 

They are very skeptical of the so-called western system of Numerology. They strongly believe that 
the Western and European system of Numerology is wrong. The Hindu Magicians and Astrologers 
hold the same belief. 

It is well known between the European and American Astrologers. That their system of casting 
Astrological charts is greatly different than theirs. This has caused much confusion among the 
American, European and Hindu, Egyptians Astrologers and Numerologists. History has proven that 
the Egyptians were the first true holders of occult and mystical use of Magical knowledge. 

The practice of Hindu Astrology is older than time. What I have learned in American Astrology 
and Numerology I had to discard because it was all wrong. The British system is more scientific and 
precise, while the Egyptian and Hindu are more magical. 

Your greatest Astrologers are British and Hindu. Separial, Raphael and Alan Leo. of Great Britain. 
Dr. Chawdhri, J.C.Luthra, Jyotish Ratna and M.Katakkar of India. In fairness to America. the works 
of Max Heindel and Margaret Hone.are great American classics that should be study by any would 
be Astrologer. 

Before you begin to learn how to use this powerful system you must first understand the powers of 
numbers. Each number represents a secret number and vibrations.  

In the magic of numbers, the number magicians believe that there are only nine numbers in the 
universe. The numbers are from 1-9. Any numbers after nine is reduced by the Numerology by 
adding the two numbers together to a single sum. 

Example: 

10-1+0= 1 

11 1+1=2 

12 1+2= 5 

Therefore, when you add any groups of numbers together and you want to reduce it to a single 
number. Just add the numbers together until you get a single number. When you know the single 
number of any sums of numbers that you have arrive at. You can then study the single number 
vibrations and get a feeling of the special group of numbers. 
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How to Find Your Lucky Numbers: 

 

Use this special number chart below to reduce the letters of any name or thought to a single 
number. 

How to use this number chart to find out your true lucky numbers. Add the numbers of you name 
and reduce it to one number. This should be your lucky number. To find the three lucky numbers 
of your life. You should add up your name number for number one. Your birth date for number 
two. 

And add up your name and birth number to arrive at your third lucky number. By using the 
number chart above and following these examples. You should have no problem in finding out 
your true lucky numbers. 

Example: 

Tom Jones = 2+6+4+1+6+5+5+1=30 3+0=3 Lucky Name Number is 3 

Date of Birth= January 1, 1994 

1+1+5+5+1+9+7+1+1+9+9+4=51 5+1=6 

Your Lucky Birth Number is 6 

Add your lucky birth and name numbers together. 

6+3=9 

Nine is your final lucky number. 

How to use your lucky numbers in winning combinations. 

If you look carefully at the way you have reduced the letters to find your lucky numbers. You will 
find that you have also produce others numbers that are lucky to use in building up your lucky 
number's list. 

Look carefully and you will find a special pattern. You have 356, 013, 369, 303, 516, and 369. If you 
need two numbers to play. Take 30, 35, 16, 63 and add one number to the remaining 9. With the 
special vibration number that you will pick out below. If you need four numbers to play. You 
would pick 3035, 1663 and add three vibrations numbers along with the remaining nine. 

This is a powerful system that you should use only to keep in your lucky numbers when playing 
for the lottery or large pool. Once you play these numbers, you should always keep them in and 
never change them. 
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Use this system when you are going for a large win in the Lottery or Major pool drawing. If you fall 
short of numbers and you need more lucky numbers to fill your card. Start to reduce your home 
numbers and do not forget to add your lucky vibrations numbers to make your lucky numbers 
compete. 

You can use your mate name, children or pet name. To produce more needed lucky numbers. 
Always use the chart above to reduce and use the vibration chart below to the conditions that are 
around you at the time you are selection your lucky numbers. 

 

 

The Secret Vibrations Of Numbers and how they can help you  

The Number 1 

The power of the Sun. Originally, individually and determination. This number brings confidence 
with domination. Use this vibration number when you find lucky or after you hear good news. The 
lucky colors of this number yellow, brown and gold. Lucky day Sunday. 

The Number 2 

The power of the Moon. Emotionally, magnetism. and drawing. A number of love, sexual and 
fertilely. Use this vibration number when you here news of a marriage, courtship, read sexual story 
in a newspaper or hear of an affair The lucky colors of this number are white, opal and silver. 
Lucky day Monday. 

The Number 3 

The number of Jupiter. Dignity, prestige, honor and ambition. Use this vibration number when you 
see expansion in a business or hear news of a birth, Someone wining big at any game of chance or 
when you find money or receive a gift. A good number to work with to bring wealth and good 
luck. The lucky colors of this number are Lucky Thursday. 

The Number 4 

The number of Uranus. Revolution, activity, endurance and stubbornness. When you hear of 
promotions, changes in head of states elections and times of political changes. This is a good 
number vibration to use to make things happen. Use these vibrations for keep in numbers that are 
due to come. The lucky colors of this number are purple and dark blue. Lucky day are 
Wednesdays. 

Number 5 

The number of Mercury. Shrewdness, cooperation, business and foresightedness. You are involved 
in your own business or working for someone who has their business. Use this number vibration 
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when concentration on selecting winning Numbers to play. The lucky colors of this number are 
blue and azure. Lucky day Wednesday. 

 

The Number 6 

The number of Venus. Love, sympathy, sexual union. and the good life. Use these number vibrations 
when you and your mate are playing numbers together. Use when you meet someone new with a 
romantic interest or when you hear from an old lover. The lucky colors of this number are green 
of all shades. Friday. 

 

The Number 7 

The number of Neptune. Tolerance, peace, research, restless and whimsical. Use this number 
vibration on days that you feel restless and do not know what numbers to play. Number's pick with 
these vibrations will come out very fast. The kicky colors of this number are all shades of gray. The 
lucky day is Wednesdays. 

The Number 8 

The number of Saturn. Moody, nervousness, laziness and depression. Use this number vibration 
when your feel depression or partaking in Funeral and dealing with the sick. News of death, bad 
accidents. The lucky colors of this number are black and dark purple. Lucky day Saturday. 

The Number 9 

The Number of Mars. Fights, fire. Police actions. Investigations in high office. Use this number 
vibrations when scandals or investigations are going on. These numbers vibrations will case all 
numbers to repeat themselves and comes in double. The lucky colors of this number are bright red 
and scarlet. Lucky Day Tuesday. 

 

How To Use The Lucky Number Vibrational Chart: 

Example: 

You live at 1234 any street and you want to know the vibrations of your home address. You would 
then add all the numbers of your house address and reduce it to a single figure and look up the 
vibration number for that single digit. By studying the vibrations of that single number you 
probably can get a psychic insight into the vibrations of your home. 

 

Example: 
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1234 1+2+3+4= 10 

10 1 +0= 1 

The number one is your psychic vibration of your home. The number one means creativity and 
determination. You feel secured in your home and often your best ideals come when you are 
relaxing in your home. Since the number one means the beginning of all things. 

Many good things will start in your home that will affect your life and the people who live in your 
home. The number one is a yellow or gold color number. You should always light a gold or yellow 
candle or have something of that color in your home. A house with the strong number one in its 
vibrations will bring success to its owner. 

The owner of this house should concentrate on picking lucky numbers on any Sunday during the 
early morning hours before 12 p.m... The mystical way in selecting lucky numbers would be to 
burn a candle of the color and concentrate on selecting winning numbers. You should add this 
number to any remaining numbers that you have left over or if you need to add a remaining 
number to your selection. 

How To Find Your Daily Lucky Numbers: 

If you play numbers each day and you want to pick out some lucky numbers to play. Reduce the 
day date to a single number and add it to the day number from the Lucky Number Vibrational 
Chart. 

  

Example: 

Today date is June 13, 1994 

June= 1+3+5+5=14 1+4= 5 

13= 1+3= 4 1+3= 4 

1994= 1+9+9+4=23 2+3= 5 

Total= 5+4+5=14 1+4= 5 

Your lucky number for that day is 5 or 545,145,154,255,112,453. I would study these numbers 
carefully and play the fives very heavy. For fives seem to come up more often. I would look very 
carefully around me to find a vibration trend and if I see a strong Mars vibration. I would play 
double fives with a nine added to it. 
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How To Find Your Lucky Day To Play: 

By reducing your name and your birth numbers to a single number you can use your lucky day to 
play your numbers on. 

Example: 

Tom Jones = 2+6+4+1+6+5+5+1=30 5+0=5 Lucky Name Number is 3 

Date of Birth= January 1, 1994 

1+1+5+3+1+9+7+1+1+9+9+4=51 5+1=6 

Your Lucky Birth Number is 6 

Add your lucky birth and name numbers together. 

6+3=9 

Nine is your final lucky number according to the special Number Vibrational Chart above your 
Lucky Day are Tuesdays. 

 

How To Find Your Lucky Numbers Though Your Dreams: 

Take the most important part of your dream and reduce it to the Numerology system above. If you 
dream of Fire and Fire was the most important part of your dream. You would take the word Fire 
and reduce it to the lucky numbers as discard above. 

Example: Fire 

Fire= 6+9+9+5= 29 2+9=11 

11= 1+1= 2 0+2= 2 

Your lucky number is 2 or 291,102.022 

How to use Lucky Occult and Mystical Charms: 

Many people like to carry with them special made Lucky Charms and bags to help them attract 
good luck to them. This special knowledge is so vast that it would take many books to explain this 
mystical process.  

There are baths, candles, incense, stones and special handmade talismans. If you would like to know 
more information on this special type of knowledge.  

I strongly suggest that you send for my book called The Secrets of Attracting Good Luck. 

You can find this book on my website. www.supervoodoospells.com  

http://www.supervoodoospells.com/�
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Many thanks and may you always have good luck in all things.  

Master DePrince  

To order any of these items to help you click here on this link  

Powerful Voodoo items that work 

http://www.hoodoomaster.com/itiems1.htm�


Cut out on lines  and write Wish on back of Charm and put in shoe 
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